16-Button Silk Gloves 98c Pr.
The most popular hand-covering for summer months, handsomely banded in an unusual manner. Gloves of a good quality black or white, silk, but in sizes 6½ to 6 only. For the person with a small hand this is an opportunity of value, without parallel, for what woman does not need several pairs of these useful articles for her summer gowns? Remember our regular 15c gloves in sizes 5½ to 6 sold Wednesday only......$98c

Bunting in Official Colors
For decorating your home, store or stand. Come here for the only bunting in official colors to be found in Portland. These shades are chosen by the Rose Show and you are invited to visit the store which purchased bunting in shades so selected. A plentiful supply; come early.

Sale of Smart Banded Sailors
Nothing can be more popular or more serviceable in the mil-

erinary line than the plain sailor with a neat head. For the

day, for the country or for the beach they have no equal in com-

tibility or comfort. For Wednesday, an enormous lot of these

sailors are on display and sale at wonderfully reduced prices.

They are in this season's correct style, made from best black or white bands with black bands. It is an oppor-

unity to supply your needs along this line that is not likely to

occur again. The assortment is large and range of choice

is wide. Make the reductions for this one day's selling.

Rose Show Ribbons
Official colors in satin or taffeta ribbons, all widths; boy, for,

toos, bows, etc.

We Welcome All the Pacific Coast to the Rose Show
Rose Show Pennants
Portland and Rose Carnival Penn-

ants in the official colors, pink

and green, good size, $2.

Everything in Our Style Salons Half Price
Women of Portland, Rose Carnival visitors of the Northwest, share in the most gloriously good bargains, in the most tremendous

assortments ever presented by any store in the West. We include tailored suits, costumes, wai-

sts, skirts, silk petticoats, evening coats,

boating dresses, tailored suits, raincoats, anything in the way of women's ready-made outer garments, for half the regular prices. It affects all articles of modish apparel, from dressing gowns or wai-

sts at 50c or a dollar each to the finest
costumes or coats selling for as high as $275.00; absolutely no reserve. The sale lasts four days, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday of this week. Een our own selling events eclipsed; and Portland economists surprised

and delighted as never before. The name of this store has long been synonymous with perfection of style in women's affairs. We are noted for an outstanding selection of half prices. It's something for the stock of
garments we are offering you. Come; choose where you will for we offer you all our wearing apparel for women

YOUR CHOICE AT HALF PRICE
Tan Shoe Headquarters
We have today the largest stock of tan and dark brown shoes and

boots in Portland. Here you will find absolutely the choicest.

Nothing equal to our stock of
goods or the latest fall; any shoe that you may want, new or

old, you will find in our

assets.

Sally XlXlPr.; Women’s Walker

Orchid, made by two roses, self;

made in the popular Trump hat

shape, with bow and trim and to finish with model finished hat.

All sizes, $1.50.

$3.50 per pair.......$4.00

$6.00 per pair.......

$8.00 per pair...

$10.00 per pair.

SAMPLE. For Wednesday only be on stock of as much as

200 pairs of women’s Orchid. These are our best fits, heavy

15½ in. and 1½ inches. There are double yokes, a button with

lace collars, Gilson and Gilson styles. From this list you can

pick the style or sizes desired, whatever your taste may be.

Particularly the following,

Values, prices call, or write.

$2.98

This Is a Robe Week
Every house, Every hotel, has a Robe Week in their weekly

sales in period. Half Price retail

values ranging from 39c to

$10.00, all the sizes to the highest.

Robes are made from the

finest materials in all values, a

$1.00, a $2.00, a $3.00, a $5.00, 

a $7.50, a $10.00. A better

robe for any money. We

have them in SILK, WOOL,

SILK-WOOL, WOOL-SILK,

and in all prices, regular and

cheap. We are not only the

price leaders in this line, but

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, 

$7.50, $10.00, and in all prices,

regular and cheap. We are

the price leaders in this line,